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Swipe Right for Art
Art has many faces, and when paired with the Mars-Venus equation and social media, can result 
in an intriguing experiment. Mumbai-based INDU HARIKUMAR talks to Radhika Meganathan 

about how a random conversation with her friends gave her the idea to illustrate strangers’ 
experiences with Tinder
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Everytime a woman does something out of the box, 
and especially if it is anything related to the topic 
of s-e-x, the internet breaks. Or at least bends and 
bows! Artist Indu Harikumar, who has lived in 

Chennai and Vienna, is making waves online and offline 
for illustrating the raw and candid Tinder experiences 
that Indians face, in her project #100TinderTales.

How did you get the idea of illustrating Tinder experiences?
By a complete accident! I was having lunch with a group 
of girlfriends and we were talking about our personal 
lives, and at some point, we were sharing details about 
our sex lives. There was no taboo or awkwardness, and 
sharing it all actually brought us some much needed relief, 
clarified a lot of of misconceptions and brought on the 
awareness that there has to be an open communication 
regarding sex. I had already tried Tinder in Europe but 
when I tried it again in India, it was not so good and 
randomly I just thought perhaps I should hear from more 
people who have tried Tinder in India and just see how 
that particular game was played here. 

How did you hit upon crowdsourcing as the answer to 
this project? 
Typically, in a project of this nature, the researcher/
illustrator would have to personally hunt for sources but 
I didn’t have the bandwidth or timeto do that. Then I 
realized, people always find it easier to reveal personal 
details to strangers. So I used social media to put out my 
call. I posted on Facebook, online forums and requested 
stories to be emailed from me. Things snowballed from 
there and the project went viral, as simple as that. 

How was the response?
I have people writing to me about #100tindertales from 
all continents! Not just sex tales, as most would expect, 
but also riveting tales of heartbreaks, courage and happy 
endings. People do want to connect with one another, 
given the right platform, and I get stories in my email 
every day. I select stories that are unusual or have a good 
scope for illustration. Most of the contributors are more 
than glad to share their tales, which is really the secret 
of #100tindertales. And it’s all anonymous, of course. 
Confidentially is sacred to this project.

How long does it usually take you to draw a Tinder tale? 
What have you learned new about yourself after you 
started this project?
I started #100tindertales last April and in the beginning, 
I was spending 8 to 9 hours every day (laughs). I know, it 
kind of took over my life. Now, I am more selective in the 
procedure, and I try to wrap it it all within four hours a 
day. And since I started on this project, I have found that 
I needed less and less validation from outside. Artists are 
eternally thirsty for external approval and appreciation. 
Somehow, though, this project has taught me to derive all 
that from my art itself, and not from other people looking 
at my art. 

Is this project sponsored or helped in any way by Tinder?
No, not at all, but because I post all illustrated stories 
online on the official #100tindertales Facebook page, 

they are aware of it. I think they are silently watching me, 
waiting to see how it all pans out! 

What have you taken away from #100tindertales?
The best part is hearing from various women, women 
who feel vulnerable about putting themselves out there 
looking for love, sex, connections. Worried about what 
friends will think, what if family finds out, what will men 
think, am I being slutty, what if I encounter a creep, am I 
too old, is it okay to look for sex, will I find love, why am I 
not meeting anyone organically, Is something wrong with 
me, but I am divorced, what about my child... inspite of 
all these crippling self-doubts, it is heartening to see many 
women assert themselves as sexual beings, taking control 
of their bodies and their minds, giving into desire and 
willing to share their stories. They trusted me enough to 
share their most personal side with me, without shame or 
embarrassment. That’s the take away, really.

You don’t say anything about the men!
Naturally, I want to hear from men too, and many 
contributions for the project are from them. Their side of 
the tale is, for want of a better word, somewhat clichéd, 
and for the sake of complete balance, we need to hear 
it. I am still accepting submissions for the project, and I 
am looking forward to hearing more tales – from women 
AND men!
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“We were speaking on the phone for the first time, after a 
week’s chat on whatsapp, and I hadn’t paid much attention 
to the first time he said this, but twenty minutes later I knew 
tonight’s conversation was to be focused on feet.

“I may not even make love, but I can sit kissing your toes 
for hours.”

Not make love? Okay, it’s not like I want to jump into the 
bed but I’m a little concerned about my toe being sucked 
all night long.

“There’s something about toes. Clean, pedicured toes…so 
sexy!”

I meet him this weekend, I’d have to go get a pedicure on 
Friday evening. After work of course.
“What about you? What turns you on? Are you there?”

“Oh. Yes. Well, I like everything. I don’t like to focus on one 
thing alone.”

“But what do you think about toes? Doesn’t the thought of 
bare toes arouse you?”

What is with him stuck on toes?!

Unmatch. Block. Spend the weekend oversleeping and 
overeating.”

Day 5 of #100IndianTindertales
Shared by Tinder user from #Delhi

More tales at Indu’s official FB page, https://www.facebook.com/Induviduality
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